Editorial Independence Policy

Members of our collective retain full control and authority over the editorial process and content published by FORTHE Media to safeguard the organization’s journalistic integrity. Our members adhere to the standards of editorial independence adopted by the Institute for Nonprofit News.

Acceptance of financial support does not constitute implied or actual endorsement of donors or their products, services, or opinions.

We accept gifts, grants, and sponsorships from individuals and organizations for the general support of our activities, but our editorial activities and judgments are made independently by the members of the collective and not on the basis of donor support for the organization.

Our organization may consider donations to support coverage of particular topics on a case-by-case basis, but members of the collective maintain editorial control of all coverage.

We will cede no right of review or influence of editorial content, nor of unauthorized distribution of editorial content. Prior to publication, editorial copy is only shared with members of the collective, or individual authors and designated editors-at-large as needed.

FORTHE Media does not accept donations from government entities, political parties, elected officials, candidates actively seeking public office, business associations, or labor groups.

Our organization will make public all donors who give a total of $1,000 or more per year. We do not accept anonymous donations.
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